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1.0 Abstract
The standard for built-in storage in personal computers (PCs) since the mid 1980’s has been
the hard disk drive (HDD), also known as a “spindle drive”. HDDs have a hard disk
controller that writes data to the surfaces only when the host device, typically a PC, sends
specific write commands to the drive. Fast forward 30 years later to 2015 where there is now
a rapid shift towards solid state drives (SSDs). Unlike spindle HDDs, SSDs have an
intelligent microcontroller that performs read/write operations to the flash storage
autonomously from the PC host device. Therefore, even when a SSD is not receiving write
commands from a PC, the flash memory controller may perform write operations. To
complicate matters, the flash memory controller implements a wear leveling algorithm
where data may be shuffled from memory block to memory block. The rapid change from
spindle drives to SSDs pose new challenges to the forensic investigator in retrieving
information. Traditional HDD forensic methods have limited use with SSDs. This paper
and accompanying presentation will present the differences between HDD and SSD
technologies, differences between HDD and SSD forensic methods, and where the future of
mainstream storage technologies and forensic analysis are headed. We will also present
results of an experiment of writing and deleting identical data to a spindle drive and a SSD
and show the resulting forensic analysis.

2.0 Introduction
Since the birth of the personal computer, traditional Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) have been the de facto local
storage standard. However, in the past couple of years, Solid State Drives (SSDs) have been replacing the
use of HDDs at an accelerating rate. To make the distinction between SSDs and HDDs more apparent,
technology users are now affectionately calling HDDs “spindle drives”, due to the rotating spindle and
platter found in traditional HDDs.

3.0 Current Offerings
At the time of this writing, a quick glance at PC manufacturer offerings of upper tier laptop lines, will reveal
that SSDs are now becoming commonplace. If you look at the March 2015 lineup of the Apple MacBook
laptops, almost all variations of the laptop utilize SSD storage. Only one low end MacBook laptop has an
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actual spindle HDD. Across the Apple iMac and Mac Mini lines, almost all offer an SSD as an upgrade. And
for the MacPro workstations, SSDs are exclusively used.
The same shift from spindle HHDs to SSDs is also being seen in the Windows laptop world. The new
Microsoft Surface Pro table PCs exclusively use SSD. As for the mainstream laptops, such as those offered
by Dell, HP, Toshiba, etc., a quick browsing through their lineups, will show that the upper end laptops all
offer SSDs for storage.
So what is the reason for this sudden shift towards SSDs after decades of implementing traditional HDDs
in PCs? Quite simply, performance. The theoretical maximum performance of a 7,200-rpm laptop hard
drive is 150MB/sec. However, HDDs seldom get close to the theoretical speed due to fragmentation which
increases seek times. Whereas a typical SSD now offers transfer speeds upwards of 550MB/sec., and file
fragmentation is no longer an issue, as every block on a SSD is equally accessible time wise. Custom SSDs
used in MacBook Pros utilizing the PCIe interface are now approaching 1GB/sec speeds. Table 1.0 below
illustrates some major differences between SSDs and HDDs.
Attribute

SSD

HDD

Less power draw, averages 2 – 3
watts, resulting in 30+ minute
battery boost

More power draw, averages 6 – 7
watts and therefore uses more
battery

Cost

Expensive, roughly $0.40 per
gigabyte (based on buying a 1TB
drive)

Only around $0.08 per gigabyte,
very cheap (buying a 1TB model)

Capacity

Typically not larger than 1TB for
notebook size drives; 1TB max for
desktops

Typically around 500GB and 2TB
maximum for notebook size drives;
6TB max for desktops

Operating System Boot
Time

Around 10-13 seconds average boot
up time

Around 30-40 seconds average boot
up time

Noise

There are no moving parts and as
such no sound

Audible clicks and spinning can be
heard

Vibration

No vibration as there are no moving
parts

The spinning of the platters can
sometimes result in vibration

Heat Produced

Lower power draw and no moving
parts so little heat is produced

HDD will have a measurable amount
of more heat than an SSD due to
moving parts and a higher power
draw

Failure Rate

Mean time between failure rate of
2.0 million hours

Mean time between failure rate of 1.5
million hours

File Copy / Write Speed

Generally above 200 MB/s and up
to 550 MB/s for cutting edge drives

The range can be anywhere from 50
– 120MB / s

Encryption

Full Disk Encryption (FDE)
Supported on some models

Full
Disk
Encryption
Supported on some models

File Opening Speed

Up to 30% faster than HDD

Slower than SSD

Magnetism Affected?

An SSD is safe from any effects of
magnetism

Magnets can erase data

Power
life

Drain/Battery

(FDE)

Table 3.0: Current Offerings Note. Adapted from LaptopReviews.com, by Andrew Baxter, 2015
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4.0 Issues with the Forensic Analysis of SSDs
Solid State Drives pose many challenges in computer forensics compared to rotating magnetic platter hard
drive counterpart. Predominantly SSD devices are constructed on flash memory; where some SSDs have
battery backed SRAM or DRAM with a flash-backing store. Flash has a number of key properties that
complicate the subsequent forensic analysis.
Flash memory is not divided into the traditional 512 byte blocks, but instead is in pages of 2KiB, 4KiB, or
larger, although it is still presented to the host computer in blocks.
Whilst hard drives can be written in a single pass, flash memory pages must be erased before they can be
rewritten. Rewriting a block at the operating system level does not necessarily rewrite the same page in the
flash memory due to the controller remapping data to spread wear or avoid failing pages. Each page can be
erased and rewritten a limited number of times – typically 1,000 to 10,000, hard drive sectors, in contrast,
can be rewritten millions of times or more. (Yuri Gubanov, 2012)
Flash data by default is encrypted on the drive and does not follow the traditional route of generating a new
key and marking blocks as unused when data is to be erased. Instead it performs a complex mechanism of
steps to manage the reading, writing and erasing of data, all of which affect the way a forensics analysis can
be performed. Some issues with features include:
4.1 Dechipping
It is possible to remove flash chips from a SSD and image these chips using hardware products from various
vendors, a process which is referred to as dechipping. This represents a brute-force forensic imaging
solution, but is fraught with problems, the least of which is that internal (physical) sectors of the SSD have
been effectively randomized through the LBA–PBA table. As a result, any data removed from the flash chips
may be unusable, as the block order appears in a random manner. Another problem with dechipping is that
SSD devices often compress their internal information using proprietary compression schemes. This
produces better wear-leveling characteristics (because, over time, less data is written internally to the SSD),
but this obscures potential information for the forensic investigator. (Jonathan Thatcher, 2009)
4.2 Trim
The “TRIM” command is also a real problem for digital forensic investigators. The TRIM instruction set,
however, eliminates the ability to recover data on SSDs in this way. Instead of merely flagging a spot on an
SSD as allocated for new data, it immediately purges the areas of the SSD where the deleted data resided.
The instruction is intended to enhance computer performance by expediting access to available space on a
drive; TRIM purges the deleted data before the operating system gets around to it. The effect, though, is
that no remnants of the deleted data remain on the TRIM-enabled SSD for an expert to dig out later. If a
fraud perpetrator, for example, deletes some incriminating files from his SSD, and the TRIM command is
enabled, that evidence will immediately disappear, for now and forever. (Jonathan Thatcher, 2009)
4.3 Wear Leveling
Modern SSD drives employ smart wear leveling techniques that, instead of re-using existing blocks of
memory, will write to a different block when data stored in a certain block is being modified. This in turn
will leave blocks containing potentially sensitive information scattered all over the memory chip. To further
increase effective lifespan and improve wear leveling on SSD drives, many manufacturers install chips that
can hold up to 25 percent more data than their advertised capacities. This extra capacity is not addressable
by means of the operating system, or by any other reasonable means (e.g. without using custom hardware
to access the flash chips directly). This as well makes the content on SSD drives impossible to wipe as
securely as required by some government and military standards via traditional means. (Michael Wei,
2009)
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4.4 Self-Corrosion
Today's SSDs self-destroy court evidence through the process that can be called "self corrosion". Garbage
collection running as a background process in most modern SSDs will permanently erase data marked for
deletion, making it gone forever in a matter of minutes after the data has been marked for deletion. It is not
possible to prevent garbage collection by moving the disk to another PC or attaching it to a write blocking
device. (Yuri Gubanov, 2012) (Yuri Gubanov, 2012)

5.0 Experiment
5.1 Equipment:
Two identical laptops:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Lenovo T500 laptops
1 160GB Samsung SATA 2.5” spindle HDD
1 128GB Crucial MX100 SATA 2.5” internal SSD
1 DBAN drive wipe software on bootable CD
1 Windows 7 Pro SP1 install CD
2 128GB flash drives
1 Custom written software application “Forensic Drive Exerciser”

Investigator laptop running forensics software
•
•
•
•

1 Laptop with Windows 7
1 Installation of FTK imager
1 Installation of Autopsy
1 Rosewill RCW-608 - USB 2.0 Adapter for IDE / SATA Device

(See Appendix Exhibit 1.0)
5.2 Process:
5.2.2 Step 1 – Installing an SSD drive
We started with one Lenovo T500 laptop, which contained a 160GB Samsung HDD, and ran DBAN drive
wipe software on it. Running DBAN was important, as the computer was previously used, and all previous
data must be formally wiped to return the drive to a like new, empty, condition. (Appendix Exhibit 2.0)
Then we commenced with the second Lenovo T500 laptop, removing the original 160GB HDD, and in its
place, installed a new 120GB Crucial MX100 SSD. The SSD was new, and therefore did not need to be
formally wiped with DBAN.
5.2.3 Step 2 - Installing Windows
Install Windows 7 Pro Operating system to both laptops from the installation CD. During the installation
process an account needed to be created and named “John Doe”. Since this is the first account, it was
automatically created to be an administrative account.
•
•

Install all Microsoft critical and recommended updates.
Install Microsoft Security Essentials anti-virus software.

(See Appendix Exhibit 3.0)
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5.2.4 Step 3 - Forensic Drive Exerciser
Install the custom software application “Forensic Drive Exerciser” on both laptops. It is a C# application
that we developed. The compiled executable is simply an exe file. Installed into the desktop. This
application was designed to simply copy folders of data from a flash drive to the local laptop drive in a
controlled manner. (See Appendix exhibits 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3)
We attached two 128 GB flash drives to both laptops, containing three very large folders of non-important
user data to simulate the use of a hard-drive over time where a user writes, modifies and erases data. The
folders were named BigFolder1, BigFolder2 and BigFolder3 totaling 60 GBs of data. The program ran a loop
for a preset number of times. In that loop it copied BigFolder1 & BigFolder2 from the flash drive to the hard
drive. Then it erased BigFolder1 from the hard drive and copied BigFolder3 from the flash drive to the hard
drive. Lastly it erased BigFolder2 from the hard drive and copied BigFolder1 from the flash drive to the hard
drive, and continued on in a round robin fashion. We initially set the pass counter to 2 on the application
and began the exercise to make the program complete 2 cycles, each lasting about 45 minutes.
5.2.4 Step 4 – Forensic data of interest
To further study the mannerism in which data was being handled by the two hard-drives we compiled a list
of Forensics data of interest comprised of 30 jpeg images and 1 PDF file that was copied onto the My
Documents folder of both computers under the following folder names:
•
•
•
•
•

Hotel: 14 jpegs
Google Maps: 2 jpegs
Uniform: 4 jpegs
Diamond: 5 jpegs
Getaway Car: 10 jpegs

Furthermore, we simultaneously used Internet Explorer on both laptops to access the following websites as
part of our Forensic data of interest:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.jbmpatroltwincities.com
http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/350701060759?lpid=82&chn=ps
http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/281496981450?lpid=82&chn=ps
http://www.northerntool.com/shop/tools/product_200328855_200328855?utm_source=CSE&
utm_medium=Google&utm_campaign=Material%20Handling%20%3E%20Hoists,%20Lifts%20
%2B%20Cranes&utm_content=142262&ci_src=17588969&ci_sku=142262&gclid=CJvh0cPj78Q
CFQqSaQodwLYAmg
http://www.thehotelivy.com/minneapolis-wedding-venue
http://assets.thehotelivy.com/lps/assets/u/RoomCapacitiesFINAL2012.pdf
http://www.internetstones.com/heart-of-eternity-diamond-famous-jewelry.html
http://famousdiamonds.tripod.com/heartofeternitydiamond.html
http://www.shzell.com/most-expensive-diamonds/
http://www.sportsmansguide.com/product/index/vism-by-ncstar-tacticalbackpack?a=1699239&ci_src=17588969&ci_sku=WX2*06136007PS000&pm2d=CSE-SPG-15PLA&utm_medium=PLA&utm_source=Google&utm_campaign=CI&gclid=CMWbvZ3q78QCFQi
RaQodanYAog

In addition, we created a Google Email address and Facebook account under the name of Johnny Doe and
accessed these accounts using the browsers on both computers, after which the browsing history on both
computers were completely cleared.
5.2.5 Step 5 – Delete data and re-run Forensic Drive Exerciser
We then deleted the Forensics Data of Interest folders from My Documents on both laptops; this would be
the suspect deleting his files on purpose to cover up his tracks.
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Starting up the Forensic Drive Exerciser application followed this, setting the pass counter to 10 cycles and
letting the application run 10 cycles of writing and deleting random files on both laptops. The Internet
Explorer cache was cleared, and ran 4 more cycles with Forensic Drive Exerciser.
5.2.5 Step 6 – Removal of drives and image creation
We removed both hard drives from their respective laptops. Using the Rosewill RCW adapter we connected
the Spindle HDD to the investigator laptop and created an image of the entire drive using FTK Imager. (See
Appendix 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7) The same process was performed on the SSD. After which both images were
saved onto the investigator computer to perform the forensic investigation.
(Detailed log can be found at Appendix 4.6)

6.0 Forensic Analysis
We began by analyzing the content of the Spindle HDD. Using Autopsy we loaded the image file and began
a keyword search for the following keywords:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Diamond
Uniform
Hotel
Facebook

We used these keywords since they pertain to the original Forensic Data of Interest that we fabricated,
logged and loaded onto both laptops. Furthermore, we attempted to determine how many valid URL entries
remained, since we cleared the browsing cache of both computers at step 5. The same procedure was
performed on the image created from the SSD. (See Appendix 4.8 and 4.9) The following table illustrates
how many results were obtained for each search criteria.
HDD
Search Keyword

Number of Results

Search Keyword

Number of Results

Diamond
Uniform
Hotel
Facebook
URL
Email

109
26
39
91
1889
375

Diamond
Uniform
Hotel
Facebook
URL
Email

12
5
0
1
32
82

Table 6.0: Forensic Analysis Results
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The following graphical illustration indicates the difference in results between the drives. The graphical
tabulation explains how many results were found by Autopsy for the individual search keywords. It is
noteworthy that all files pertaining to each search criteria were completely deleted from both hard-drives
including the browsing history, which should have cleared out a large portion of any URL’s present.
However, it can be seen here that a large quota of that data seems to be recoverable. It can also be noted
here that the HDD drive retains much more information after deletion in comparison to the SSD drive.
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Diamond Uniform
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Figure 6.0: Forensic Results

Email

7.0 Conclusion
At this juncture it can be inference that there is a significant difference in the process and procedure in
which both hard-drives manipulate data. It can also be determined that once data is created, modified and
deleted, followed by the continuous exercising of the drives; that the SSD drive retains very little of the
deleted data in comparison to the HDD. This gap could be attributed to the complex mechanisms of the
memory controller module in the SSD drive that performs Wear-Leveling, Encryption and Trim, all of which
dissipate where data is stored and make it much harder to recover data. Furthermore, we can assume that
the continuous cycling of data using the Forensic Exerciser Application on the SSD may have ensued in the
Wear-Leveling mechanism dispersing that data across the storage blocks of the drive over-writing any trace
of the deleted files, hence consequentially we had very few valid results to searched keywords in comparison
to the HDD.
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9.0 Appendix

Exhibit 1.0 Two identical Lenovo T500 laptop computers

Exhibit 2.0 Running DBAN on laptop containing 160GB Samsung HDD
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Exhibit 3.0 Installing Windows 7 Pro SP1 on each laptop

Exhibit 4.0 – Forensics Data Exerciser
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Exhibit 4.1 - Forensics Drive Exerciser on the HDD laptop

Exhibit 4.2 - Forensics Drive Exerciser on the SSD laptop
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Exhibit 4.3 – C# Code for the Forensics Drive Exerciser
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Forensics Drive Exerciser
Author: Allen Benusa & Shajive Jeganathan
16 Mar 2015
The purpose of this program is to copy the contents off of an external
USB flash drive onto the local hard drive, erase some of the copied data
from the local drive, and copy more data from the USB flash drive to
the local drive. This will continue on in a round robin fashion in a
loop to exercise the local hard drive.

using System;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using System.IO;
// Project -> Add Reference -> Microsoft.VisualBasic
using Microsoft.VisualBasic.Devices; // allows myComputer.FileSystem.CopyDirectory
namespace ForensicDriveExerciser
{
public partial class frmMain : Form
{
int numInterations;
string
string
string
string
string
string

sourceFolder1
outputFolder1
sourceFolder2
outputFolder2
sourceFolder3
outputFolder3

=
=
=
=
=
=

@"E:/BigFolder1";
@"C:/BigFolder1";
@"E:/BigFolder2";
@"C:/BigFolder2";
@"E:/BigFolder3";
@"C:/BigFolder3";

Computer myComputer;
public frmMain()
{
InitializeComponent();
}
private void btnStart_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
btnStart.Enabled = false; btnStart.Refresh();
btnReset.Enabled = false; btnReset.Refresh();
txtStatus.Text = ""; txtStatus.Refresh();
numInterations = Convert.ToInt32(txtNumPassesInput.Text);
txtNumPassesCompleted.Text = "0 of " + numInterations;
txtNumPassesCompleted.Refresh();
for (int i = 1; i <= numInterations; i++)
{
// Delete #2
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder2))
{
Directory.Delete(outputFolder2, true);
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder2) == false)
{
Console.WriteLine(outputFolder2 + " deleted.");
txtStatus.Text = outputFolder2 + " deleted.";
txtStatus.Refresh();
Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
}
else
{
Console.WriteLine("Directory " + outputFolder2 + " does not yet exist!");
txtStatus.Text = "Directory " + outputFolder2 + " does not yet exist!";
txtStatus.Refresh();
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
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// Write #1
txtStatus.Text = "Copying " + sourceFolder1 + " to "+ outputFolder1;
txtStatus.Refresh();
myComputer.FileSystem.CopyDirectory(sourceFolder1, outputFolder1, true);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
// Delete #3
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder3))
{
Directory.Delete(outputFolder3, true);
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder3) == false)
{
Console.WriteLine(outputFolder3 + " deleted.");
txtStatus.Text = outputFolder3 + " deleted.";
txtStatus.Refresh();
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
}
else
{
Console.WriteLine("Directory " + outputFolder3 + " does not yet exist!");
txtStatus.Text = "Directory " + outputFolder3 + " does not yet exist!";
txtStatus.Refresh();
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
// Write #2
txtStatus.Text = "Copying " + sourceFolder2 + " to " + outputFolder2;
txtStatus.Refresh();
myComputer.FileSystem.CopyDirectory(sourceFolder2, outputFolder2, true);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
// Delete #1
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder1))
{
Directory.Delete(outputFolder1, true);
if (Directory.Exists(outputFolder1) == false)
{
Console.WriteLine(outputFolder1 + " deleted.");
txtStatus.Text = outputFolder1 + " deleted.";
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
}
else
{
Console.WriteLine("Directory " + outputFolder1 + " does not yet exist!");
txtStatus.Text = "Directory " + outputFolder1 + " does not yet exist!";
txtStatus.Refresh();
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
}
// Write #3
txtStatus.Text = "Copying " + sourceFolder3 + " to " + outputFolder3;
txtStatus.Refresh();
myComputer.FileSystem.CopyDirectory(sourceFolder3, outputFolder3, true);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
txtNumPassesCompleted.Text = i + " of " + numInterations;
txtNumPassesCompleted.Refresh();
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(500);
} // Interations loop.
txtNumPassesCompleted.Text += " Done.";
txtStatus.Text = "Cycle completed.";
//btnStart.Enabled = true;
btnReset.Enabled = true;
}
private void btnReset_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
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{
}

}

}

btnStart.Enabled = true;

private void frmMain_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
myComputer = new Computer();
btnReset.Enabled = false;
}
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Exhibit 4.4 – SSD connected to investigator laptop via Rosewill adapter

Exhibit 4.5 – SSD Drive
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Exhibit 4.6 – Experiment log
•

08 Apr 2015
a. Ran 1 cycle of Forensic Drive Exerciser. It takes 45 minutes to do one cycle.
b. Reactivated Windows 7 as the trial period expired.
c. Ran Windows Updates.
d. Ran 1 cycle of Forensic Drive Exerciser.

•

13 Apr 2015
a. Put the incriminating files into the ‘MyDocuments’ folder.
b. Browsed to the websites listed to create evidence in the cache.
c. Ran 1 cycle of Forensic Drive Exerciser.
d. Deleted incriminating files in the ‘MyDocuments’ folder.

•

14 Apr 2015
a. Ran 10 cycles of Forensic Drive Exerciser.
b. Idle for 4 hours.
c. Cleared Internet Explorer cache.
d. Ran 2 cycles of Forensic Drive Exerciser.
e. Idle for 2 hours.
f. Ran 2 cycles of Forensic Drive Exerciser.

•

15 Apr 2015
a. Reactivated Windows 7 as the trial period expired.

•

16 April 2015
a. Image HDD and SDD
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Exhibit 4.7 – FTK Imager

Exhibit 4.8 – Autopsy results of HDD
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Exhibit 4.9 – Autopsy results of SSD

End of Paper
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